
Mary Kay® CC Cream $20                     
An easy out-the-door option without that 

“made-up” look. Use Mary Kay® CC 

Cream when you only need lightweight 

coverage to create a natural day look for 

running errands or casual events. 8-in1 

benefits: SPF 15 to protect, brighten,  

corrects,  minimizes redness, conceals, 

hydrates, reduces visible signs of aging, 

and defends. Comes in 4 shades! Let me 

help you pick your shade today!!! 

Mary Kay® At Play Collection $10 

LTD. ED. Mary Kay® Hello Sunshine Collection  

Baked Eye Trios:               

Electric Spring & Sunset Beach 

LTD. ED. Lemon Parfait              

Pedicure Collection $28 

Includes Lemon Parfait Foot Gel, Foot Fizzies, 

Toe Separators, Pumice Stone, and Emery 

Board and a gift bag.  

Purchase-With-Purchase With the purchase 

of at least $40 suggested retail (tax excluded) 

of any LTD. ED.! Mary Kay® Hello Sunshine 

Collection, you can purchase this Mary Kay® 

Hello, Sunshine Wristlet for $5 

FREE GIFT with $40 Retail Purchase: 

Mini Mary Kay® Lash Love® Mascara 

in I LOVE black with Mini Oil-Free  

Eye Makeup Remover 

SPRING 2014  

NEW! Mary Kay® Bronzing Powder $18 
Creates a natural-looking glow, adds warmth to any 

skin tone. Has a  luminous pearl finish with buildable 

color and helps control shine. Comes in two shades! 

Mary Kay® Gel Eyeliner With Expandable 

Brush Applicator: Jet Black  $18 

Applies easily and glides on smoothly, waterproof, and 

quick-drying! 

LTD. ED. Mary Kay® Nail Lacquer $9.50 

Give nails a splash of fresh color with an instant 

high-gloss finish. The long-wearing formula ap-

plies easily, smoothly and evenly. No streaking. 

Nails look healthy even after color is removed. 
Lemon 

Parfait 
Carefree 

Coral 

Springy Eye Duo $16              
This lightweight, creamy formula 

makes getting summer-bright eyes a 

breeze. Wear just one color or both 

for a fresh accent to eyes. With its springy feel, the 

formula glides on smoothly and resists creasing for lasting color 

that leaves an even, cream-to-powder finish.                                                                  

Creamy Lip Color $16                                                     

Create the season’s soft and feminine lips with 

this long-lasting, creamy formula. Lightweight 

with a semi-matte finish, it conditions and feels 

moisturizing to keep lips feeling smooth and 

comfortable. You’ll get color that stays true  

without feathering or bleeding.                           

Lip Gel $18                                                 

Turn up the volume on your lips with this  

ultra-glossy lip gel! It provides bold, rich, 

buildable color with a glass-like, smooth,   

mirror finish, leaving lips feeling                      

soft and hydrated. 
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Cherry Twist 

 Eye Crayons: 

 Over the Taupe  

& Teal Me More 

 Jelly Lip Glosses: 

 Poppy Love & Violet Vixen 

Lip Crayons: 

 Coral Me Crazy & 

Purple Punch 


